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Link types in solid tori (II)
( )
1 introduction and result
,
. $V$ oriented solid torus , $k$
oriented knot . $V$ oriented longitude-meridian
system . $c$ 3
$S^{3}$ oriented knot , $n$ $V$
$U(C)(=U)$ $f$ $f_{*}([\ell v|)=[\ell_{U}|+n[\uparrow n_{U}|$
. , ‘ $[]$ ) homorogy class . $U(C)$ $C$
$p_{v)}p_{u}$ $V,U$ longitude , $m_{U}$ $U$ meridian .
$C(k, n)=f(k)$ , $n=0$ $C(k)=C(k, 0)$
.
$C(k, n)$ $C,$ $k,$ $n$
. .
1 $C(k, m)\cong C’(k, n)$ C\cong C’ .
2 $C(k, m)\cong C(k, n)$ $m=n$ .
3 $C(k, m)\cong C(k’, m)$ k\cong k’ .
$\zeta\cong$ same type .
$[1],[2],[3],[5]$ . 1
$C,C’$ non-trivial $Wind_{V}(k)\neq 0$ $C(k, m)\cong C’(k, n)$
$C\cong C’$





$C$ non-trivial \omega v(k) $\geq 2$ $C(k, m)\cong C(k, n)$ $m=n\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
. \omega v $(k)$ wrapping $numl$)$er$ $V$ meridian
disk knot $k$ . 3
(
( [1], $[2],[3],[5]$ ).
link . $\mathcal{V}=V_{1}\cup V_{2}\cup\cdots$ \cup V,\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$}
oriented solid tori $,$ $k_{i}$ oriented knot $,$ $\ell=k_{1}\cup\cdots\cup k_{\mu}$
. $V_{\mathfrak{i}}$ $(i=1, . . . , \mu)$ oriented longitude-meridian system
(link longitude component
knot ). $C=C_{1}\cup\cdots$ \cup C\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} 3
$S^{3}$ oriented link , $n=$ $(n_{1}, , n_{\mu})$ (nilf
) V $U(C)$ $f$ $f_{*}([\ell_{V_{i}}|)=$
[$\ell_{U_{i}}|+n[m_{U_{i}}]$ ( $U_{i}=U(C_{i})$).
$C(\ell, n)=f(l)$ .
link 1, 2 [$4|$ .
3 . .
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $C_{i}$ non-trivial $(i= 1, )$ $\mu$ ) . $C$ non-splittable







$\mathcal{U}=U_{1}\cup\cdots\cup U_{\mu}$ $\mathcal{U}’=U_{1}’\cup\cdots\cup U_{\mu}$ $S^{3}$ solid tori
. \mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} $\geq 2$ . $L=K_{1}\cup\cdots$ \cup K\mbox{\boldmath $\mu$} non-splittable
link $K_{i}\subset U_{i}$ , Ki\subset U/ . $L$
$S^{3}$ $i$ .
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1. $U_{i}’\subset U_{i}$ .
2. $U_{i} \subset U\int$ .
3. $U$; U/ meridian disks $D_{1},$ $D\underline{\prime}$ , $Uf-(D_{1}\cup D_{2})$
closure 3-ball $Y$ $U;-(D_{1}\cup D_{2})$
closure 3-ball $X$ knotted ball pair
. (See Fig. 1).
4. $U$; $U_{i}’$ core Hopf link $k_{i}$ $U;\cap U_{i}’$
$W$ solid torus core $U$; $(p,q)$-cable knot U/
$(p,q)$ -cable knot . , $P$ $q$ } $h\pm 1$ .
5. U: core U! core $k_{i}$ $U_{i}\cap U_{i}’$ $LV$
solid torus core U| U/ $(p,q)$-cable knot
. , $P$ \pm 1 .
Figure 1
[4] 3
. $U_{i}$ } disjoint $2k= \#(\partial U_{i}\cap\partial U\int)$ meridian disks $D_{1}$ , $\cdot$ . , $D_{2k}$
$\text{ ^{}i}ff\urcorner\perp$ , $\partial D_{j}$ ($j=1$ , $\cdot$ . . , 2k)} U: meridian , $\partial U_{i^{-\bigcup_{j^{k}}^{2_{=1}}}}^{l’}D_{j}$
closure $A$ , $\partial A$ $D_{j}$ $\int$ \llcorner {]




$U_{i}=U(C_{i}),$ $\mathcal{U}=U_{1}\cup\cdots\cup U_{\iota}$ . $f$ V U




$(i=1, \cdots, \mu)$ . $U:=g(U_{i}),$ $ll’=U_{1}’\cup\cdots\cup U_{\mu}’$ .
, 1 5
.
1 , $C$; non-trivial $\partial U_{i}$ \partial U:
. $U_{i}=U_{i}’$
$(V_{\dot{l}}, k_{i})\cong(U_{i}, K_{i})\cong(U_{i}’, K_{i})\cong(V_{i)}k_{i}’)$
. , $(V, K)\cong(V’, K)$ $V$ $V’$
$h$ longitude longitude , $h(K)=K’$
. 2 1 .




. $S^{3}$ solid torus $U$ $c(U)$ core .
longitude . $S^{3}$ knot \alpha
solid torus $V$ knot a $\alpha$ $V$ local , $V$ core $c(V)$
conected sum knot .
$K=K;,$ $U=U_{i},$ $U’=U_{;}’$ . $D_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $D_{2k}$
$U$ meridian disk , 2 .
Case 1: $j(j=1, \cdot , 2k)$ $D_{j}\subset U’$
Case 2: , 2 .
Figure 2
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, Case 1 . 3 $U$ U’
.
Figure 3
$c \ell(U-\bigcup_{j=1}^{2k}D_{i})$ $V_{1,}V_{2k},$ $c \ell(U’-\bigcup_{j=1}^{2k}D_{i})$ IIFI $V_{1}’,$ $\cdots,$ $V_{2k}’$
. , $V_{2j-1}’\subset V_{2j-1},$ $V_{2j}\subset V_{2j}’(j.=1_{\rangle}\cdots, k)$
. pU,\ell U’ $\ell_{U}\cap\partial D_{i}=\ell_{U’}\cap\partial D_{i}$
$(j=1, \cdot.., 2k)$ . $U$ \cup U’ core knot \gamma
( $p_{u}$ , pU’ ).
$\partial V_{j}\cap l_{U}=p_{j}\partial V_{j}’\cap\ell_{U}=\ell_{j}’$ $(j=1, \cdots, 2k),$ $\alpha_{j}=\ell_{2j-1}’\cup(-p_{2j-1})$ ,
$\beta_{j}=\ell_{2j}\cup(-\ell_{2j}’)$ , $(j=1, \cdots, k)$ . , -\alpha




$c(U)\cong c(U’)$ $\alpha_{1}\#\cdots\#\alpha_{k}\cong\beta_{1}\#\cdots\#\beta_{k}$ .
$(U, c(W))\cong(V, \beta_{1}\#^{-}\#\beta_{k})\cong(V, \alpha_{1}\neq^{-}\neq\alpha_{k})\cong(U’)c(W))$
, $(U, K)\cong(U’, K)$ .
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Case 2 . #(\partial U\cap \partial U’)
. 2 .
Subcase $A$ : 2 .
Subcase $B$ : 2 .
Subcase A , U\cap U’ \partial U $\partial U’$ $Z$
. $D_{1},$ $D_{2}$ meridian disk $Z$ .
$U$ ,U’ longitude $p_{u}$ \ell u’ $\ell_{U}\cap\partial D_{i}=P_{U’}\cap\partial D_{i}(i=1,2)$
. $Z\cap\ell_{U}=P_{1},$ $Z\cap\ell_{U’}=\ell_{2}$ , $\alpha=\ell_{1}\cup P_{2}$ (
$\ell_{1}$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$




$(lW)K)\cong(VV’, K)$ . $(U, K)\cong(U’, K)$ .
Subcase $B$ 2 . , $U$
meridian disk $D_{1},$ $D_{2}\delta^{\grave{a}}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ , $U-(D_{1}\cup D_{2})$ closure(X
) $U’\cap X$ $\partial U$ ( $Z$ ) \partial U
2 loop .
$D_{2}$ $Z$ annulus
, $Y=U(\partial U\cap X),W’=(U’-\mathring{Z})\cup Y$ , $c(U’)\cong c(W’)$
$(VV’, K)\cong(U’, K)$ . $\#(\partial U\cap\partial W’)<\#(\partial U\cap\partial U’)$
$(U, K)\cong(W’, K)$ . $(U, K)\cong(U’, K)$
.
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